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Elo Touch Solutions
Open Frame Monitors

Amusement Video Machine

Topper
Speakers 

and Amplifiers

LCD Touchscreen

Trackball 

Speed Shifter

 Joystick

Modular Pedal

Power Supply 

Coin door 



   Range of sizes from 10” to 70”  
  10+ touch PCAP or glass only
   Seamless, edge-to-edge glass 

     for true flat designs
   Watertight solutions
   Common footprint for touch 

    and non-touch variations
   Standard and Wide viewing  
  angle units available

Top of-the-line Monitors
We Build & Distribute

Elo Touch Solutions
Open Frame Monitors

Edge-Lit LED Monitors

Wells-Gardner
Monitors

Amusement Video Machine



Cash Management Components
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RM5 HD
The Record-breaking Coin Validator

Evolution Hopper
High Dispensing Speed and Reliability

    Vantage  Bill  Validator  is  an  industry-leading  solution  with  a  host 
of advanced features  for  highest  in-service  time. Extremely  robust  
and flexible,  Vantage is designed to enhance operator business by 
maximizing profitability.

  Vantage  Connect  is  a  new  IoT-ready  device  which  represents  the  
latest  innovation  in  coin  acceptance  and  recycling  technology. 
Thanks  to  the  PRP  (Payout  Redundancy  Protection)  system,  six  
tubes and  three  independent  motors,  it  delivers  superior  results  to  
vending  operators  in  terms  of  high  coin  capacity,  excellent  payout  
reliability and  maximum  configuration  flexibility.  Vantage  Connect  is  
equipped with  wireless  capability  which  allows  operators  to  modify  
all  the parameters, update firmware and optimize maintenance with 
a common smartphone or tablet, eliminating the need for proprietary 
handheld device.

Vantage & Vantage Connect
The Inseparable Duo for Coin and Note Management

 Extreme reliability, remarkable acceptance speed and 
high versatility.

 5 different sensors and 10 recognition parameters to 
ensure a high level of recognition and discrimination 
of valid and counterfeit coins with an unprecedented 
speed up to 6 coins per second.

  Over 2 million coin validators installed!

  Based on a belt drive, Evolution Hopper is excellent in 
terms of both performance and ease of maintenance.

 The combination of extremely wear-resistant plastic 
resins with state of the art electronics has produced a 
device with low purchase and management costs.

  The unique concept provides a single build type hopper 
that is suitable for  95% of the world’s coins and tokens  
without needing adjustments.



SUZOHAPP Cabinet Pro Line
4 Configurations Available To Suit Every Need
SUZOHAPP cabinets are the perfect start for your next game launch.  Simply plug in your game board to our pre-fabricated metal 
cabinets. Available in four basic configurations: The SoloPro with a single 21.5” LCD touchscreen, the SoloPro XL32, with a single 32” 
vertical touchscreen, the DualPro a dual screen cabinet with a 21.5” touchscreen and 21.5” non-touch LCD, and introducing the 
SoloPro XL42 with a single 42” vertical touchscreen.
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LCD Touchscreen

Bill Validator

Credit Card Reader

Card Dispenser

Locks

Door 
Switches

Cooling Fans

RFID
Reader


